
        

 
  

 
LESSON PLAN No Technology 

Date: 23/01/22 Year/Class : 8Fr1 Number of pupils: 32 

Period: 2 Lesson Number: 2 Theme: Leisure 

Enquiry Question: How can I communicate in detail about activites I do? 
DLP objective : Communication/Resilience 

Teaching & Learning Activities with resources 

Starter:  
Recap of pre-visited vocabulary. Students try to understand the activities mentioned in the skipping rope 
sentences (pdf Worksheet). 
 
Main :  
Introduction of leisure activities – vocabulary sheet to fill in. 2 different sheets available. Dictionaries on table for 
support. Extention: can they think of anymore and work them out using a dictionary? 
 
Self-assessment 
Practice of spellings and recognition: students play Snap in pairs on mini-whiteboards. 
Progress to sentence level. Students decipher the sentences which incorporate previous content. Extention: 
translate into English 
 
Peer-assessment 
Speaking Practice: group practice using dice and a 6X6 grid sheet. Students translate the sentence they fall on.  
Support: each group has an answer sheet – 1 person per group takes it in turn to be the ‘gendarme’. 
Progress to text level: students practise writing about leisure activities in exercise books, incorporating all steps 
taught and super seven from their sheets. Differentiated steps. Support with dictionaries and worksheets/ 
material in textbooks/super seven sheet. 
 
Peer assessment: students give each other 2 stars and a wish on tally sheets. 
 
Plenary:              
What did peers generally do well?  
What wish were generally given to peers? 
                                                             

Extension:  
Write about a 4th activity 

Context/ links to last lesson:  
Last lesson, frequency words were introduced and 
drilled. 

Preparation for lesson/resources required:  
Worksheets, exercise books, textbooks, dictionaries, dice, mini-whiteboards, support sheets (Super 7), teacher 
whiteboard and pens  

Links to NC/PoS ref.exam criteria:  
Students are encouraged to develop their writing using the super seven ‘technique’ as per GCSE requirement. 

Assessment for Learning:  
Teacher assessment / peer assessment / self-assessment 

Homework:  
Students adapt their paragraph taking into account peer feedback given. Teacher marks the task and returns the 
execise book to the student. 

 
 



 
 
 

 

Technology based LESSON PLAN 
Date: 23/01/22 Year/Class : 8Fr1 Number of pupils: 32 

Period: 2 Lesson Number: 2 Theme: Leisure 

Enquiry Question: How can I communicate in detail about activites I do? 
DLP objective : Communication/Resilience 

Teaching & Learning Activities with resources 

Starter:  
Recap of pre-visited vocabulary. Students try to understand the activities mentioned in the skipping rope 
sentences (smartboard). 
 
Main :  
Introduction of leisure activities – Teams website online vocabulary worksheet to fill in. 2 different sheets 
available. Mobile phones to be used for online dictionary for support. Extention: can they think of anymore and 
work them out using the online dictionary? 
 
Self-assessment 
Practice of spellings and recognition: students play Snap in pairs on mobile phone notes page. 
Progress to sentence level. Students decipher the sentences which incorporate previous content. Extention: 
translate into English 
 
Peer-assessment 
Speaking Practice: group practice using online random number generator and a 6X6 grid sheet displayed on 
smartboard. Students translate the sentence they fall on.  
Support: each group has an online answer sheet in Teams file – 1 person per group takes it in turn to be the 
‘gendarme’. 
Progress to text level: students practise writing about leisure activities on Onedrive word document, 
incorporating all steps taught and super seven from the Teams online resources file. Differentiated steps. Support 
with online dictionaries and reference material in digital textbooks. 
 
Peer assessment: by reviewing shared documents on Onedrive, students give each other 2 stars and a wish 
included at the end of the work. 
 
Plenary:              
What did peers generally do well?  
What wish were generally given to peers? 
                                                             

Extension:  
Write about a 4th activity 

Context/ links to last lesson:  
Last lesson, frequency words were introduced and 
drilled. 

Preparation for lesson/resources required:  
Smartboard, online worksheets, mobile phones, online dictionaries, onedrive word document, Teams accounts 
for class, digital textbook, online random number generator (dice) 

Links to NC/PoS ref.exam criteria:  
Students are encouraged to develop their writing using the super seven ‘technique’ as per GCSE requirement. 

Assessment for Learning:  
Teacher assessment / peer assessment / self-assessment 

Homework:  
Students edit their online paragraph taking into account peer feedback given and upload to the Teams site for 
teacher to review, comment on and return digital copy to student.  

 


